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Encoding a qubit in logical quantum states with wave functions characterized by disjoint support and
robust energies can offer simultaneous protection against relaxation and pure dephasing. One of the most
promising candidates for such a fully protected superconducting qubit is the 0–π circuit [Brooks et al.,
Phys. Rev. A 87, 052306 (2013)]. Here we realize the proposed circuit topology in an experimentally
obtainable parameter regime, where the ground-state degeneracy is lifted but the qubit is still largely noise
protected. More precisely, the logical states of this qubit feature disjoint support and are exponentially
protected against relaxation and exponentially (first order) protected against dephasing due to charge (flux)
noise. We name the resultant device the “soft 0–π qubit.” Multitone spectroscopy measurements reveal the
energy-level structure of the system, which can be precisely described by a simple two-mode Hamiltonian.
Using a Raman-type protocol, we exploit a higher-lying charge-insensitive energy level of the device to
realize coherent population transfer and logical operations. The measured relaxation (T1 = 1.6 ms) and
dephasing (TR = 9 μs, T2E = 25 μs) times demonstrate that the soft 0–π circuit not only broadens the
family of superconducting qubits but also constitutes an important step toward quantum computing with
intrinsically protected superconducting qubits.

DOI: 10.1103/PRXQuantum.2.010339

I. INTRODUCTION

Preserving the coherence of quantum superpositions
over prolonged times is key for large-scale quantum-
information processing [1–3]. Besides implementing quan-
tum error correction schemes [4–7], a complementary
approach to conserve the coherence of a superconduct-
ing qubit is to develop circuits that are intrinsically
protected against decoherence [8–13]. Such protection
arises because quantum information is encoded in delo-
calized collective states capable of withstanding errors
originating from local noise in these circuits [14–16].
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However, intrinsically protected circuits generally impose
taxing requirements on the parameters of the physi-
cal device [17–21] that are beyond the feasibility of
current superconductor-based technologies. Thus, find-
ing a balance between the degree of protection and
the viability of experimental realization of the circuit is
essential.

Noise-protected qubits are required to be robust with
regard to both energy relaxation and pure dephasing pro-
cesses. According to Fermi’s golden rule, the decay rate of
the excited state of a qubit is linked to the matrix element
of the qubit states via a noise operator. Thus, states that
are localized in disjoint regions of the configuration space
can reduce the rate of energy relaxation [10,13,22–25]. We
describe such a scenario with the term “wave functions
with disjoint support,” where the support of a wave func-
tion refers to the space where the probability amplitude is
not exponentially suppressed. In contrast, systems that are
protected against pure dephasing due to charge (flux) noise
feature qubit wave functions that are delocalized over the
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eigenstates of the charge (flux) operator. For example,
the charge-noise insensitivity of the transmon qubit [26]
arises from wave functions that are delocalized in charge
space; similarly, the flux-insensitive parameter regime of
the fluxonium qubit is characterized by delocalized wave
functions in phase space [27]. Consequently, simultaneous
protection against energy relaxation and pure dephasing
imposes competing constraints on qubits with a single
degree of freedom and ultimately can lead to intrinsic limi-
tations on the coherence times. Unlike single-mode qubits,
such as the transmon, superconducting circuits with more
degrees of freedom featuring wave functions in a mul-
tidimensional configuration space can be simultaneously
protected against energy relaxation and pure dephasing.
One such example is the intrinsic protection of the two-
mode 0–π qubit [11,12], where the combination of one
delocalized flux mode (light-fluxonium-like) and one delo-
calized charge mode (transmonlike) supports the realiza-
tion of states that are characterized by disjoint support as
well as charge insensitivity and flux insensitivity. In this
work, we realize a slightly modified version of the 0–π

qubit [11,12,17–19] by reducing the energy scales of its
parameters to an experimentally obtainable regime. We
demonstrate exponential protection against relaxation for
the offset-charge-insensitive logical states and show that
dephasing due to flux noise is suppressed to first order. The
performance of the device is still affected by the photon
shot noise [28] intrinsically arising from the presence of
a harmonic mode in the circuit. Finally, we also note that
due to the “softened” parameter regime of the device, the
qubit energy is nondegenerate, and thus coherent operation
relies on higher lying energy levels.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
introduce the soft 0–π circuit with the attainable energy
scales. In Sec. III, we present the fabricated device and
the spectroscopy measurements to demonstrate the energy
structure of the qubit as a function of external charge
and flux variables. To map the logical qubit states, we
demonstrate Autler-Townes spectroscopy in Sec. IV. We
use Raman gates to perform logical operations between
the qubit states, which is described in Sec. V. Finally, we
discuss the current challenges and theoretically estimate
the possible dephasing mechanisms limiting the perfor-
mance of our qubit in Sec. VI. We provide details about
the fabrication, numerical calculations, modeling, and the
motivation for the parameter choice in the appendixes.

II. THE SOFT 0–π QUBIT

In this section, we first introduce the general features
of the 0–π circuit proposed by Brooks et al. [12], and
then we describe the experimentally achievable “soft”
regime, where although the ground state degeneracy is
lifted, the qubit states are exponentially protected against

relaxation and charge-noise-induced dephasing and first
order protected against flux noise.

The original 0–π circuit consists of identical pairs of
small Josephson junctions, large shunting capacitors, and
superinductors, which are all organized in a single closed-
loop geometry with four nodes as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Accordingly, the circuit has three relevant degrees of free-
dom and a center-of-mass mode [17], which we refer to
as the θ , φ, ζ , and � modes, respectively. These modes
correspond to linear combinations of the phase differences
of the superconducting order parameter across various ele-
ments in the circuit [Fig. 1(b)]. Among them, the � mode
is cyclic, and the ζ mode represents a harmonic mode that
is decoupled from the other circuit modes in the absence
of circuit-element disorder. The remaining θ and φ modes,
which in the noise-protected regime correspond to delo-
calized charge and flux modes, respectively, describe the
qubit degrees of freedom of the circuit with the following
two-mode Hamiltonian:

H0−π = 4Eθ
C(nθ − nθ

g)
2 + 4Eφ

Cn2
φ

− 2EJ cos θ cos
(

φ − π�ext

�0

)
+ ELφ

2, (1)

where Eθ
C = e2/2Cθ (Eφ

C = e2/2Cφ) denotes the charging
energy corresponding to the θ (φ) mode with total capaci-
tance Cθ (Cφ), EJ is the Josephson energy, EL = �2

0/4π2L
is the inductive energy of the superinductor with induc-
tance L, �0 = h/2e is the magnetic flux quantum (with
electron charge e and Planck’s constant h), �ext is the
external magnetic flux threaded through the loop of the
device, nθ

g is the offset-charge bias due to the electrostatic
environment, and nθ and nφ are the canonical charge opera-
tors (in the unit of 2e) corresponding to the phase operators
θ and φ, respectively. In quantum electromagnetic circuits
[29], the capacitive energies of the device determine the
kinetic energies of the modes, while the inductors and
Josephson junctions underpin the staggered double-well
potential of the qubit, illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

Remarkably, the three bosonic modes of the 0–π cir-
cuit correspond to the three fundamental representatives
of superconducting qubits: the transmon [26], the fluxo-
nium [30], and the cavity [31]. Indeed, as Fig. 1(b) shows,
the θ mode describes the superconducting phase difference
across the large shunting capacitors and the Josephson
junctions, leading to transmonlike behavior. On the other
hand, the φ mode corresponds to the phase drop across the
Josephson junctions and the superinductors, which features
a fluxonium-type response. Finally, the ζ mode arises from
the phase difference across the superinductances and the
shunting capacitors, resulting in a low-energy harmonic
mode.

As the protection of the 0–π qubit emerges from the
interplay of its effective double-well potential and the
anisotropic kinetic energy of the modes [11,12,17–19],
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FIG. 1. (a) The circuit diagram of the 0–π qubit [11,12], which
is identical to the soft 0–π circuit. The circuit has one closed
loop with four nodes connected by a pair of Josephson junctions
(EJ ), large capacitors (C), and superinductors (L). (b) The four
modes of the circuit with colors of the nodes indicating the sign
of normal-mode amplitudes. (c) Left panel: the V(θ , φ) double-
well potential landscape of the soft 0–π circuit in the absence of
magnetic fields. Middle and right panels: the wave functions of
the logical qubit states are localized along the θ = 0, π valleys.
The line cuts along the two valleys in the φ direction show that
the potential resembles a fluxonium potential.

engineering the proper energy scales in the qubit is cru-
cial. We first consider the case of protection against energy
relaxation, which is provided by localizing the qubit wave
functions in either the θ = 0 valley or the θ = π valley
[see Fig. 1(c)]. The circuit realizes an effective double-
well potential with two fluxoniumlike potentials, V(φ, θ =
0, π) = ∓2EJ cos φ + ELφ

2, along the 0 and π valleys at
�ext = 0. The two potentials are displaced with respect to
each other such that the θ = 0 valley has a single minimum
at φ = 0, whereas the θ = π valley features two minima
at φ � ±π . Importantly, the potential energy difference
(ELπ

2) between the minima of the 0 and π valleys corre-
sponds approximately to the transition frequency between
the lowest-lying states of the two valleys (i.e., the qubit
energy). To ensure that the logical excited state is local-
ized along the θ direction, first, the effective barrier height
separating the valleys (approximately 4EJ ) is required to
be much larger than the qubit transition energy, which
we realize with EJ /EL ≈ 16 in the soft 0–π version. Sec-
ond, we choose EJ /Eθ

C ≈ 65, as the tunneling amplitude
between the valleys is exponentially reduced with the ratio
of barrier height and kinetic energy [26].

Since the qubit couples to the charge and flux degrees
of freedom of the environment through the θ charge and
φ flux modes, respectively, we achieve protection from
charge fluctuations and flux fluctuations by combining the

beneficial parameter regimes of the transmon and flux-
onium qubits (see Appendix E for detailed discussion).
First, to exponentially suppress the charge sensitivity of
the qubit, we simply operate the θ mode in the transmon
regime. Second, to overcome flux sensitivity, we exploit
the avoided crossing of the two lowest-lying levels of
the θ = π valley to engineer a first-order-insensitive flux
sweet spot [30]. Indeed, the φ → −φ symmetry at �ext =
0 accompanied by two local minima in the potential of the
π valley [Fig. 1(c), right panel] results in pairs of sym-
metric and antisymmetric states. Such hybridized states
show a hyperbolic dispersion as a function of external flux
and a first-order-insensitive sweet spot at zero field. The
magnitude of the avoided crossing and consequently the
protection against flux noise is proportional to the tunnel-
ing rate between the two local minima of the π valley,
therefore requiring a sufficiently large Eφ

C. Ultimately, the
θ mode is heavy due to the small charging energy Eθ

C and
the φ mode is rendered light owing to the large Eφ

C value.
Such an anisotropic kinetic energy ratio of Eφ

C/Eθ
C ≈ 12

ensures that the θ mode is delocalized in charge space and
the φ mode is delocalized in phase space. Because of the
limitations of current superconducting-qubit technologies,
(i.e., the presence of parasitic capacitances), our parameter
regime is relaxed compared with the original 0–π qubit
proposal [11,12] as it realizes a smaller degree of delo-
calization for the φ mode; consequently, the exponential
protection against flux noise [12] is reduced to first-order
protection at a sweet spot in our device.

Figure 2 shows the energy spectrum and wave functions
of the soft 0–π circuit in the absence of external magnetic
fields. In the θ = 0 valley, the excitations are plasmon-
like with wave functions similar to those of an anisotropic,
two-dimensional harmonic oscillator. The nodes of the
wave functions appear first along the θ direction, as the
kinetic energy of the θ mode is much lower than that of
the φ mode. In the θ = π valley, the eigenstates appear
in symmetric-antisymmetric pairs, with nodes again devel-
oping first along the θ direction. Inspired by the quantum
numbers of natural atoms, we denote low-lying energy lev-
els as |nj

lm〉, where the first quantum number n = 0, π refers
to the valley index, l = s, p , d, f . . . specifies the number of
the nodes of the wave function, and m = θ , φ determines
the orientation of the nodes (if any). Finally, for the states
in the π valley, the superscript j = +, − refers to the φ

parity of the state. In this work, we use the lowest-energy
states of the two valleys, |0s〉 and |π+

s 〉, as the logical qubit
states.

III. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE PROTECTED CIRCUIT

We fabricate the device using conventional lithographic
techniques in a two-dimensional circuit-QED architec-
ture (see Appendix A). The qubit is capacitively coupled
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FIG. 2. The two-dimensional wave functions of the eigen-
states of the soft 0–π circuit, which are located mostly in the
θ = 0 valley (left panel) or the θ = π valley (right panel). Mid-
dle panel: line cuts of the potential along φ = 0 and φ = π as
indicated with dashed white lines on the image of the potential
(top of left panel). Orange boundaries highlight the logical qubit
states and the ancillary level. The wave functions and potential
correspond to the parameter regime of the fabricated device.

to a coplanar-waveguide cavity with resonant frequency
ωc/2π = 7.328 GHz and photon decay rate κ/2π =
1.6 MHz, which enables us to probe the qubit by dispersive
readout [32,33]. As Fig. 3 shows, our primary goal for the
circuit layout is to implement the highly anisotropic nature
of the kinetic energies of the θ and φ modes with two
tightly interdigitated niobium capacitors placed at a large
distance from each other. Although this design increases
the susceptibility of the device to dielectric losses due
to the extremely small gap between the capacitor fingers
(600 nm), it reduces the cross capacitances contributing to
the mass of the light φ mode while maintaining a large
enough capacitance (C = 101 fF) for the heavy θ mode,
yielding Eθ

C/h = 92 MHz and Eφ

C/h = 1.14 GHz. The two
small Josephson junctions are double-angle-evaporated
Al-AlOx-Al Dolan-type junctions with EJ /h = 6.0 GHz.
Each superinductor is realized by an array of 199 large
Josephson junctions, resulting in EL/h = 0.38 GHz. We
choose an asymmetric resonator-coupling scheme where
all four nodes of the qubit have considerable coupling
capacitance to both the center pin of the resonator and
the ground plane, which allows us to address both the φ

mode and the θ mode in our measurements (see Appendix
B). The values of these coupling capacitances are care-
fully chosen to realize sufficiently large coupling rates for
qubit operation without our significantly increasing the
capacitances associated with the φ mode. Additionally, dc
voltage biasing of the center pin of the resonator allows us
to tune the offset charges on the islands of the device.

To map out the energy spectrum, we perform standard
two-tone spectroscopy as a function of external magnetic

single JJ

JJ array

50 µm
GND 

V
0

FIG. 3. False-color image of the soft 0–π device with colors
referring to the four nodes of the circuit. Enlarged images illus-
trate the Dolan-type single Josephson junctions (JJs) and part of
the Josephson junction arrays used in the device. GND, ground
plane of the resonator; V0, center pin of the resonator.

flux and offset-charge bias. In the dispersive limit of cir-
cuit QED [32,33], we can probe the excitation of various
transitions by monitoring the transmission at the cavity
frequency while sweeping the frequency of a second spec-
troscopic tone (Fig. 4). As expected, the spectroscopic
data obtained as a function of flux reveal two types of
transitions: intravalley plasmon transitions in the 0 valley,
which are characterized by flat, almost flux-independent
dispersion [white arrows in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)], and inter-
valley fluxon excitations between the 0 and π wells, which
have strong flux dependence [black arrows in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b)]. The offset-charge biases nθ

g = 0 and nθ
g = 0.5

are superimposed in the spectroscopy measurement [Fig.
4(a)], as at these bias values we simultaneously observe
the two sets of transitions due to the intermittent tunneling
of unpaired quasiparticles across the junctions [34–38]. By
contrast, at nθ

g = 0.25 [Fig. 4(b)], we observe only one set
of transitions, which indicates the insensitivity of the qubit
to individual quasiparticle tunneling events. This behav-
ior is more apparent when we measure the qubit spectrum
as a function of nθ

g [Fig. 4(c)]. At low energies, the trans-
monlike excitations have exponentially suppressed charge
dispersion [26,35], and we are unable to resolve the dif-
ferent states corresponding to an even or odd number
of quasiparticles. At higher frequencies, however, eyelike
patterns appear with dispersions up to approximately 1
GHz due to the strong charge sensitivity of the higher-lying
levels.
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(b) (c)(a)

FIG. 4. Transmission and spectroscopy measurements (background subtracted) of the soft 0–π qubit (a) at nθ
g = 0.0/0.5 and (b)

at nθ
g = 0.25 as a function of external magnetic field and (c) at �ext = 0 as a function of offset-charge bias. The transmission mea-

surements around 7.3 GHz (yellow-brown) and the spectroscopic data (green-blue) demonstrate excellent agreement with a coupled
resonator-qubit theoretical fit (dashed lines). The result of the fit is plotted over only the positive side of the data for clarity. The low-
energy fluxon transitions are not visible in the spectroscopy data due to the small dipole elements. Black and white arrows indicate
the fluxon and plasmon transitions, respectively. The additional features can be explained by sideband transitions or excitations of
higher-lying states (see Appendix C for details).

It is worth emphasizing that we find remarkable agree-
ment between the simple two-mode Hamiltonian in Eq. (1)
of the qubit and the experimental data over the entire range
of both offset charge and external flux. This relatively
simple theoretical model not only captures accurately the
energy-level structure with at least 17 transitions over a 12-
GHz frequency range but also predicts the cavity-assisted
sideband transitions and qubit transitions due to thermal
occupation of low-lying levels (see Appendix C). This
excellent agreement highlights that although the soft 0–π

artificial atom is constructed from the combination of
400 Josephson junctions and large capacitors, its effec-
tive dynamics are fairly simple, which is highly favorable
for a qubit to be implemented in a large-scale quantum
processor.

IV. MAPPING THE LOGICAL STATES

Owing to the exponentially small dipole matrix ele-
ment between the logical qubit states, direct transitions
between these states with disjoint support are strongly sup-
pressed. To control the qubit, we therefore take advantage
of higher-energy states that have support in both valleys. In

particular, we choose the |π−
dθ 〉 state as the ancillary level

(Fig. 2), which has reduced charge sensitivity and finite
coupling to both logical qubit states.

First, to unambiguously demonstrate the existence of the
logical states, we perform multitone spectroscopy between
the lowest-lying states of the valleys (|0s〉, |π+

s 〉, |π−
s 〉)

and the ancillary level |π−
dθ 〉, which form a double-
 con-

figuration [Fig. 5(a), inset]. By irradiating the qubit with
a strong coupler drive near the |π−

dθ 〉 ↔ |π±
s 〉 transitions

and weakly probing the |0s〉 ↔ |π−
dθ 〉 transition, we resolve

two avoided crossings [Fig. 5(a)], each of which is also
referred to as an Autler-Townes doublet [39–41]. These
correspond to the dressed states associated with the fluxon
transitions of the lowest-lying symmetric |π+

s 〉 and anti-
symmetric |π−

s 〉 states. At finite detunings from the ancil-
lary level, we observe the signature of stimulated Raman
transitions as a pair of lines with a slope of +1 when the
frequency difference of the probe and coupler tones is on
resonance with the transition |0s〉 ↔ |π−

s 〉 or |0s〉 ↔ |π+
s 〉.

In the vicinity of �ext = 0 [Fig. 5(b)], the Raman transi-
tions allow us to map out the hybridization gap formed
between the lowest-lying states |π±

s 〉 of the θ = π val-
ley. The spectroscopy data showcase a magnetic flux sweet
spot and a hybridization gap of �H/2π ≈ 20 MHz. These
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FIG. 5. (a) Autler-Townes spectroscopy (background subtracted) between the ground states of the qubit using the ancillary |π−
dθ 〉

level. The inset shows the continuous drive scheme. (b) Raman spectroscopy at detuning �/2π = −30 MHz from the ancillary level
[dashed red line in (a)] as a function of external magnetic field, which demonstrates a magnetic sweet spot for the disjoint ground
states. (c),(d) Coherent Rabi oscillations between the logical states |0s〉 and |π+

s 〉 obtained by use of two overlapping Gaussian pulses
with width of 4σ . (c) The measured homodyne voltage VH as a function of drive amplitudes at a fixed detuning (�/2π = −3 MHz,
σ = 1 μs), and (d) VH as a function of detuning at equal drive amplitudes (1 = 2, σ = 0.8 μs). The maximum population transfer
occurs when the two drive amplitudes are equal. The dashed lines in (d) show a fit according to the effective Rabi rate of the Raman
pulses. (e)–(g) Relaxation, Ramsey, and spin-echo measurements of the logical states, with insets showing the pulse scheme (�/2π =
−4 MHz and σ = 200 ns). All data are taken at the nθ

g = 0.25 charge-bias point.

measurements demonstrate that the qubit states are first
order protected against flux noise.

V. COHERENT CONTROL OF THE LOGICAL
STATES

We achieve coherent control of the qubit states using
Raman gates again via |π−

dθ 〉. To coherently transfer the
population between the |0s〉 and |π+

s 〉 logical ground states,
we use two simultaneous Gaussian-shaped pulses with
amplitudes α and β (see Appendix G for details). The
frequencies of the pulses link the two logical states via
the ancillary level, and have a detuning of �/2π from
|π−

dθ 〉 [Fig. 5(c), inset]. In this Raman scheme, the two
pulses and the truncated three-level system exhibit an
effective two-level dynamics, where during the pulse only
a very small fraction of the population occupies the unpro-
tected intermediate state. In this way, we demonstrate
Rabi oscillations between the logical states by first fixing
the detuning of the pulses and independently varying the

amplitudes of the two drives [Fig. 5(c)]. In this protocol
[42], complete population transfer can be realized when
the two amplitudes are equal (α = β). In Fig. 5(d), we
show coherent manipulation by keeping equal drive ampli-
tudes (α = β = ) and varying the detuning � from
the intermediate level, which results in oscillations in good
agreement with an effective Rabi amplitude R ∝ 2/�

[43].
These time-domain measurements allow us to find the

amplitudes of the Gaussian pulses with σ = 200 ns (and
total duration of 4σ = 800 ns) for the π and π/2 pulses
between the logical qubit states to characterize their life-
time and coherence [Figs. 5(e)–5(g)]. The slow gates in
the current device are the consequence of the strong fil-
tering of the readout cavity, which reduces the power
transmitted to the qubit and prohibits us from realizing
shorter pulses with higher amplitude. The gate opera-
tion time can be reduced significantly by use of separate
gate lines or fast-flux lines. Energy relaxation measure-
ments reveal T1 = 1.56 ± 0.1 ms (see Appendix D), while
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FIG. 6. Measured T2R and T2E values around the magnetic
sweet spot �ext = 0. Dashed lines are a guide for the eye. The
data show that the Ramsey coherence times have strong depen-
dence on �ext, with a significant enhancement around the sweet
spot, demonstrating first-order insensitivity of the coherence time
to fluctuations of the external magnetic flux.

Ramsey interferometry and Hahn echo experiments yield
T2R = 8.5 ± 0.6 μs and T2E = 25.8 ± 1.4 μs, respectively
(at �ext = 0). By performing T2R and T2E measurements in
the vicinity of the qubit’s operating point, we also demon-
strate first-order protection against flux-noise dephasing
(see Fig. 6).

VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

The 0–π circuit has a unique position among super-
conducting qubits as it promises simultaneous protection
against energy relaxation and pure dephasing, a feature that
none of the previously developed superconducting devices
have. The “mainstream” superconducting qubits are robust
with regard to either longitudinal noise (in the case of
the transmon [44] and the fluxonium [45]) or transverse
noise (in the case of the “heavy” fluxonium capacitively
shunted away from the half-flux quantum [23,24]). To
achieve superior coherence times, however, a qubit must
be protected against both noise channels. Since the logical
qubit states of the circuit have wave functions with dis-
joint support and energy levels that are insensitive to flux
and offset charge, this qubit offers a hardware-efficient plat-
form to realize an intrinsically protected superconducting
qubit.

Importantly, the experimental realization of such a
multinode device has limitations that hinder the full poten-
tial of the theoretically proposed 0–π qubit. Here we
discuss the three main challenges that must be over-
come to consider the soft 0–π qubit as a prime candidate
for a quantum processor. These limitations arise mostly

from the constraints in current fabrication procedures and
the available material platforms for superconductor-based
electronics.

First, we recall that the energy scales of our qubit
are relaxed compared with the original proposal due to
the unavoidable stray capacitances across various parts
of the circuit. These unwanted capacitances undermine
the realization of an ultralight flux mode in the circuit.
A layered three-dimensional capacitor structure and high-
kinetic-inductance materials with high plasma frequency
could help to mitigate this problem. The advantage of the
three-dimensional, overlap capacitor pack is its small foot-
print, which reduces the capacitance between a node that is
part of the given capacitor and a node that is not included
in it. This requires the development of low-dielectric-loss
materials as part of the capacitor or vacuum-gapped capac-
itors [46], which also provides motivation for the use of
in situ–fabricated two-dimensional superconductor-based
structures. Our device realizes the heavy charge mode, but
the “lightness” of the flux mode falls short of the original
proposal, resulting in exponential protection against charge
noise but only first-order protection against flux noise. In
this parameter regime, the coupling between the θ = 0 and
θ = π valleys is stronger and finding the correct values
of circuit components is more critical: choosing a param-
eter set that provides a high degree of protection against
charge noise exposes the device to flux noise and vice
versa. We provide a detailed analysis in Appendix E of
how we find the balance between relaxation, charge, and
flux sensitivity.

The second important aspect to consider is the presence
of disorder in the circuit elements due to imperfect fabrica-
tion of aluminum oxide–based Josephson junctions. When
the pairs of superconducting elements are not identical in
the 0–π qubit, the charge and flux modes dispersively cou-
ple to the low-energy harmonic ζ mode. In our device, the
frequency of the ζ mode is around 753 MHz, which can
be detected in a spectroscopic measurement [Fig. 7(a)].
Because of the thermal occupation of this mode, photon
shot noise can limit the performance of the qubit [28].
However, quantifying the impact of photon-number fluc-
tuations in the thermal occupation of the low-energy ζ

mode on the pure-dephasing time is challenging because
it requires a precise estimation of the dispersive shift of
the logical qubit transition due to spurious coupling to
the ζ mode. Indeed, relying on a purely theoretical anal-
ysis (see Appendix F for details), we estimate that this
dispersive shift is on the order of 1–10 kHz, and thus is dif-
ficult to resolve experimentally. Nevertheless, in Fig. 7(b)
we provide a theoretical estimate for the pure dephasing
times of the qubit due to the photon-shot-noise dephasing
at different degrees of disorder values as a function of the
temperature of the ζ mode. For this reason, further experi-
mental work will focus on characterizing the coupling to
the ζ mode in order to accurately quantify its effect on
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FIG. 7. (a) The spectroscopic response of the harmonic ζ

mode. The solid line shows the fit [47] with quality factors
Qζ

ext = 41 600 and Qζ

int = 42 500. (b) Theoretical estimate of the
pure dephasing rate due to thermal photon shot noise as a func-
tion of disorder δ = δA/A of Josephson junction areas A and
the temperature of the ζ mode Tζ . The disorder of the induc-
tors realized by N Josephson junctions is assumed to follow
δEL/EL = δ/

√
N .

qubit coherence and explore the viability of cooling this
mode [19].

Finally, we point out that further increase of the speed
of gate operation is highly important for our circuit. Cur-
rently, the limitation arises from the small coupling rates
between the states, from the small hybridization gap (20
MHz) between the first two states in the π valley (Fig. 2),
and because the drive tones are sent through the readout
cavity. The speed of the gate can be increased, for example,
by carefully changing the parameters of the device such
that the dipole coupling and the hybridization gap between
the levels are increased (see Appendix E for a detailed
discussion). This ultimately requires us to find the opti-
mal parameter values depending on the noise amplitudes.
Additionally, implementing gates that are on-resonant with
the ancillary level [48] and parametric gates with addi-
tional gate or fast-flux lines [49] and taking advantage
of optimal control techniques [50] will lead to significant
improvements in future demonstrations.

Our work demonstrates the first experimental realization
of a superconducting qubit, which is exponentially pro-
tected against energy relaxation and charge noise, and first
order protected against flux noise, opening new avenues
for robust encoding of quantum information in artificial
atoms. This is reflected by the measured relaxation time,
which is a half an order of magnitude increase over that of
current state-of-the-art transmons [44] and comparable to
the results reported for highly-flux-sensitive capacitively
shunted “heavy” fluxonium qubits with metastable states
[23,24]. Moreover, the measured coherence times repre-
sents about an order of magnitude increase with respect to
the values reported for qubits with disjoint support [23,24].
The critical component of the realized qubit is the presence
of a higher-lying, charge-insensitive ancillary state that
is not only beneficial for Raman-type single-qubit gates

but also opens up the possibility to use noncomputational
states as the basis for two-qubit gates between protected
qubits [51,52]. Although further efforts are required to
improve the gate performance and the decoupling of the
device from photon shot noise, at the current level, such
a “biased” qubit with a long relaxation time and aver-
age coherence time can be considered as a candidate for
memory units in a quantum processor. Additionally, it has
the potential to improve the performance of bosonic codes
[53,54], given the large dispersive shifts between the log-
ical states, and the realized device provides a platform for
simulation of solid-state systems and the exploration of
fundamental physical phenomena [55,56].
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE FABRICATION AND
MEASUREMENT SETUP

The device is fabricated on a 530-μm-thick, polished
c-plane sapphire substrate, on which 200 nm of niobium
is sputtered. We use optical lithography to define the res-
onators and shunting capacitances and dry etching using a
mixture of CHF3, O2, SF6, and Ar gases (with 40:1:15:10
ratio). We expose the Josephson junctions in a 125-keV
Elionix electron-beam system (at a beam current of 1 nA
and 60-μm aperture). The Josephson junctions are double
angle evaporated in a Plassys electron-beam-evaporator
system with base pressure less than 10−7 mbar. Before
the evaporation, an in situ argon ion beam etch is used to
clean the surface of the sample. We evaporate 20-nm-thick
Al (first layer) plus 50-nm-thick Al (second layer) at 0.4
nm/s and oxidize the first layer for 10 min at 200 mbar in
a 15% oxygen-in-argon environment to realize the tunnel
junction.

The device is mounted on a copper printed circuit
board and wire-bonded (Fig. 8). An off-chip copper coil is
attached to the printed circuit board. The sample holder has
an aluminum shield (covered with Eccosorb CR-124 and
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FIG. 8. (a) Optical image of a wire-bonded device mounted
into the sample holder. (b) Image of the 7 × 7 mm2 chip showing
the resonator with its coupling capacitors and the qubit.

wrapped with thin Mylar layers) and an outer mu-metal
shield. The sample holder is attached to the mixing cham-
ber plate of a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature
of 10 mK (Fig. 9).

APPENDIX B: FINITE-ELEMENT SIMULATION

As mentioned in the main text, realizing the proper
capacitance values in the soft 0–π circuit is a key require-
ment to achieve the parameter regime for noise protection.
The large shunting capacitance in the circuit is denoted by
C, while the cross capacitance between the nodes enclos-
ing the superinductances (Josephson junctions) is Cx

L (Cx
J ).

In our design, all four nodes are coupled to both the center
pin (Ci

r) and the ground plane (Ci
0) of the resonator (Fig.

10). We use ANSYS MAXWELL electromagnetic field sim-
ulation software to determine the capacitance values in the
circuit, which are summarized in Table I. These parame-
ters (with the assumptions of dielectric constant εr = 10.7
for sapphire, CJ = 2 fF, and EL = 0.38 GHz) result in
energy scales of Eθ

C/h = 88 MHz, Eφ

C/h = 1.02 GHz, and
ωζ/2π = 742 MHz, which are in excellent agreement with
our experimental findings.

APPENDIX C: SPECTRUM FIT

Here we describe the multivariate fit to the experimen-
tal data based on a detailed theoretical model for the 0–π

device. We consider the circuit scheme in Fig. 10, where
we have introduced additional gate (Ci

r) and ground (Ci
0)

capacitances for nodes i ∈ [1, 4]. In the flux node basis
{�i}, the circuit Lagrangian takes the form

TABLE I. Finite-element simulation of the device capacitances.
All values are given in femtofarads.

C Cx
L Cx

J C1
r C2

r C3
r C4

r C1
0 C2
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FIG. 9. Wiring diagram of the cryogenic- and room-
temperature measurement setup. ADC, analog-to-digital con-
verter; AWG, arbitrary waveform generator.

L� = �̇T · C�

2
· �̇ − �̇T · Cr · V� − U(�, �ext), (C1)

where � = (�1, . . . , �4)
T, C� is the capacitance matrix of

the circuit (including gate and ground capacitances), V� =
Vr(1, 1, 1, 1)T is a voltage-drive vector defined in terms of
the resonator voltage, Vr, Cr = diag(C1

r , . . . , C4
r ) is the gate

capacitance matrix, and U(�, �ext) is the potential energy
corresponding to the Josephson junctions and inductances
of the circuit. More precisely, the capacitance matrix of the
circuit is given by

C� =

⎛
⎜⎝

C1 −CJ −C 0
−CJ C2 0 −C
−C 0 C3 −CJ
0 −C −CJ C4

⎞
⎟⎠ , (C2)

where Ci = CJ + C + Ci
r + Ci

0 for i ∈ [1, 4]. We now
move to the 0–π mode basis defined by � = (φ, θ , ζ , �)T,
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FIG. 10. Full capacitance network of the device. Red and blue
indicate coupling to the center pin and ground plane, respec-
tively, of the resonator.

by defining � = R · �, where

R = 1
2

⎛
⎜⎝

−1 1 −1 1
−1 1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 1 1 1

⎞
⎟⎠ . (C3)

Under such a transformation, Eq. (C1) becomes

L� = �̇T · C�

2
· �̇ − �̇T · C̃r · V� − U(�, �ext), (C4)

where C� = (R−1)T · C� · R−1 and C̃r = (R−1)T · Cr ·
R−1 are the transformed capacitance matrices, and V� =
R · V� is the voltage-drive vector expressed in the 0–π

mode basis. By performing a Legendre transformation, we
arrive at the circuit Hamiltonian

H = (q� + C̃r · V�)T · C−1
�

2
· (q� + C̃r · V�)

+ U(�, �ext), (C5)

where q� = ∂L�/∂�̇ is the conjugate charge vector oper-
ator. Equation (C5) can be split as

H = H0−π + Hdrive, (C6)

where

H0−π = qT
� · C−1

�

2
· q� + U(�, �ext) (C7)
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FIG. 11. Spectrum fit of the soft 0–π device at (a) ng = 0 and (b) ng = 0.25. The experimental data used for the fit are displayed
by colored circles, while the theortical results are given by the dashed black lines. Some of the qubit transitions are invisible in the
experiment due to exponentially small matrix elements or vanishing dispersive shifts. The transition around 7.35 GHz corresponds
to the readout resonator. (c) Overlay of the transitions predicted by our model on the experimental data by our assuming thermal
population of the lowest two levels in the π valley, which explains the origin of the “bright” transitions in the spectrum (ng = 0.25). (d)
A set of cavity-assited red sideband transtions [57] that are also captured by the theoretical model (ng = 0.25). The sideband transitions
(dashed lines) are obtained by subtraction of the resonator frequency from the theoretically obtained qubit transition energies.
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is the undriven 0–π qubit Hamiltonian and

Hdrive = qT
� · (C−1

� · C̃r) · V� (C8)

is a drive term.
While Eq. (C6) takes into account all circuit details,

the spectrum fit that is presented in the main text aims to
provide the simplest possible accurate description of the
device Hamiltonian. Thus, to simplify our treatment, we
implement a few approximations. In particular, we omit
any coupling to the ζ and � modes, ignoring a potential
capacitive interaction between these and the qubit modes
and reducing the qubit Hamiltonian to

H0-π � 4Eφ

Cn2
φ + 4Eθ

C(nθ − ng)
2 + �gφθnφnθ + U(�, �ext),

(C9)

where Eφ

C = e2/2Cφ and Eθ
C = e2/2Cθ are the charging

energies of the φ and θ modes and �gφθ is the strength
of a capacitive interaction between these modes due to the
asymmetry of the circuit capacitance matrix. Accordingly,
we also approximate Eq. (C8) by

Hdrive � (βφnφ + βθnθ ) × 2eVr, (C10)

where βφ and βθ are capacitive coupling ratios for the φ

and θ modes. We moreover set gφθ → 0 in Eq. (C10),
eliminating one fit parameter. We observe, however, that
deviations from gφθ = 0 within bounds given by finite-
element estimations of the coupling capacitance do not
significantly modify the quality of the fit.

For the multivariate fit, we treat all energy and coupling
variables as fit parameters, including ECφ

, ECθ
, βφ , βθ , and

those in the potential energy

U(�, �ext) = −2EJ cos θ cos(φ − π�ext/�0) + ELφ
2

+ EJ dEJ sin θ sin(φ − π�ext/�0), (C11)

defined in terms of the junction energy EJ , the superinduc-
tance energy EL, and the relative junction-energy asym-
metry dEJ . The fit also incorporates the resonator mode
with nominal impedance Zr = 50 and frequency fr �
7.35 GHz, for which the voltage operator reads

Vr = Vrms(a + a†), (C12)

where Vrms = √
2hf 2

r Zr for a λ/2 resonator, and a and a†

are the respective harmonic oscillator ladder operators. We
diagonalize the Hamiltonian in the charge and phase basis
for the θ and φ modes, respectively [17]. The fit takes
into account two sets of data corresponding to a sweep
of the magnetic flux for the offset charges ng = 0.0 and
ng = 0.25. A single error metric measures the distance
between the result of the exact diagonalization of the qubit-
resonator Hamiltonian and the data sets. The result of the

TABLE II. Result of the multivariate fit to the experimental
data. All energy parameter values are given in gigahertz.

Eφ

C/h Eθ
C/h EJ /h EL/h dEJ βφ βθ

1.142 0.092 6.013 0.377 0.1 0.27 6.6 × 10−3

fit is shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) (in addition to Fig.
2) and the fit parameters are provided in Table II. The val-
ues are in excellent agreement with those expected from a
finite-element simulation of the device.

We find excellent agreement between the theoretical
model and the experimental data, for both ng = 0 and
ng = 0.25. As Fig. 2 shows, the parameter values obtained
also describe the transitions at ng = 0.5, and generally,
the complete offset-charge dependence of the energy lev-
els. Figure 11(c) also shows that additional features in the
spectroscopy data can be explained by transitions between
thermally occupied fluxon states to higher levels. Further-
more, the theoretical model captures accurately not only
the qubit transitions but also the cavity-assisted sideband
transitions. Since the latter transitions were not originally
taken into account for the fit, this fact provides further
confirmation of the validity of the theoretical model.

APPENDIX D: TIME EVOLUTION OF THE
RELAXATION TIME

In addition to isolated measurements reported in the
main text, we also continuously monitor the relaxation
time over a timescale of 1 day (Fig. 12). The results show
oscillation and drifts in the relaxation times similar to the
behavior observed in other superconducting qubits.

APPENDIX E: THE CHOICE OF PARAMETERS
FOR THE DEVICE

We now give our motivation for the particular choice of
the energy scales of the soft 0–π qubit. Importantly, we
restrict our analysis to a parameter regime that is achiev-
able with current state-of-the-art lithography techniques

0 10 20 30

t (h)

0.5

1.0

1.5

T
1

(m
s)

FIG. 12. Measured T1 values as a function of time. The gray
background indicates the error bar of each measurement.
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and conventional aluminum oxide–based Josephson junc-
tions. Additionally, we focus on the performance of the
qubit at zero external flux.

Our goal is to simultaneously optimize the qubit sensi-
tivity against external charge and flux fluctuations while
minimizing dephasing due to shot noise from the ζ mode.
Suppressing the effects of these different dephasing mech-
anisms in experimentally achievable regimes leads to
compromises; for example, choosing a parameter set that
provides a high degree of protection against charge noise
exposes the device to flux noise and vice versa. This is
discussed in more detail below.

As a first step, we identify three quantities that deter-
mine the susceptibility of the device to various noise
sources:

(a) The hybridization gap �H between the lowest-lying
symmetric and antisymmetric states of the π val-
ley [see Fig. 13(a)]. We recall that the symmetric
state is considered as the logical |1L〉 state of our
qubit. Thus, �H determines the flux sensitivity of
the qubit transition to second order in the amplitude
of flux fluctuations at the flux sweet spot. More-
over, a large gap is beneficial for achieving faster
gates and avoiding leakage. We therefore aim to
maximize �H .

(b) The amplitude t01 of the charge dispersion of the
qubit transition energy, which indicates the degree
of charge sensitivity of the device [Fig. 13(b)] and
must be minimized.

(c) The frequency of the harmonic ζ mode ωζ/2π ,
which determines the photon-shot-noise dephasing
rate of the qubit. In the soft parameter regime con-
sidered in this work, the higher the frequency of the
ζ mode, the less sensitive the device is to photon
shot noise.

We begin our discussion focusing on the sensitivity
of the device to charge noise and flux noise. The sus-
ceptibilities of the 0–π qubit to these two dephasing
mechanisms have similar origins: the tunneling amplitude
between potential minima along the different directions in
phase space. First, concentrating on the charge dispersion,
we note that localization along the θ direction supports
charge-insensitive energy levels similarly to the case of the
transmon. This can be understood within a tight-binding
picture where the charge dispersion is directly proportional
to the tunneling amplitude of localized wave functions
between adjacent potential wells [26]. Similarly, delocal-
ization along the φ direction increases the size of the
hybridization gap, leading to enhanced flux-noise insensi-
tivity. At zero magnetic field, the presence of two minima
in the π valley and the φ → −φ symmetry lead to a
pair of symmetric and antisymmetric states. The energy
gap between these states is proportional to the tunneling

amplitude along the φ direction. As a conclusion, we
find that larger tunneling amplitude is mostly favorable
along the φ direction (the tunneling amplitude increases
the hybridization gap �H ), whereas it is disadvantageous
along the θ direction (the tunneling amplitude increases the
charge dispersion t01).

To connect the support in phase space of the qubit
states to the parameter scale of the physical device, we
recall that quantum tunneling is generally determined by
the ratio of the kinetic energy of the state and the effec-
tive height of the potential barrier. For example, in the
transmon, the tunneling probability of low-lying states
follows an approximately e−α

√
EJ /EC asymptotic behav-

ior (α ∼ 1), indicating that increasing the EJ /EC ratio
localizes the qubit states [26]. While obtaining an analyt-
ical formula for the two-dimensional case of the qubit is
challenging, we can numerically solve the Hamiltonian at
different parameter values, leveraging the intuition from
the one-dimensional case. Figures 13(c) and 13(d) show,
respectively, the hybridization gap and the amplitude of
the charge dispersion as a function of kinetic energies
Eφ

C and Eθ
C. As expected, increasing the kinetic energy

increases the tunneling amplitude in both the θ direc-
tion and the φ direction, leading to a larger hybridization
gap and enhanced charge sensitivity. Thus, to maximize
the hybridization gap, we can increase Eφ

C while simul-
taneously decreasing Eθ

C to compensate for the increased
charge sensitivity. This also shows that realizing high Eφ

C
values is critical and highly beneficial for the soft 0–π

qubit, as this increases the hybridization gap with a rela-
tively minor impact on the charge dispersion.

Next we focus on the effect of the potential energy
landscape determined by the inductive energy EL and the
Josephson energy EJ on the noise sensitivity of the qubit.
Figures 14(a) and 14(b) show the hybridization gap as a
function of EL and EJ for various values of the kinetic
energies Eθ

C and Eφ

C. These results demonstrate that low-
ering EJ , or increasing EL, leads to a larger hybridization
gap. However, lowering EJ (or increasing EL) also leads
to a larger charge dispersion, as shown in Figs. 14(d) and
14(e). Therefore, an optimal choice for the values of EJ
and EL balances these two competing requirements. The
reason why EL also affects the tunneling in different direc-
tions (in addition to EJ , which determines the amplitude of
the sinusoidal modulation in the potential) is because the
minima of the potential energy of the 0 and π valleys dif-
fer by approximately ELπ

2, and thus increasing EL leads
to a smaller energy barrier between such minima. To esti-
mate the tunneling amplitude between these minimia, we
postulate an effective potential barrier of the form Vθ

eff =
2EJ − γ EL (Vφ

eff = 2EJ − βEL) along the θ (φ) direction.
We moreover assume that the tunneling amplitudes are

given by t01 ∼ e−αθ

√
Vθ

eff/Eθ
C (at a fixed Eφ

C value) and �H ∼
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FIG. 13. (a) The hybridization gap �H formed by the two lowest-lying symmetric and antisymmetric states of the π valley in
the vicinity of zero external flux (EL/h = 0.4 GHz, EJ /h = 7.0 GHz, Eφ

C/h = 1.5 GHz, Eθ
C/h = 0.08 GHz, nθ

g = 0). (b) The charge
dispersion of the logical qubit transition energy at �ext = 0 [same device parameters as in (a)]. (c) The size of the hybridization gap
and (d) the amplitude of the charge dispersion as a function of the kinetic energies. We find that �H is mostly affected by Eφ

C, while
both Eφ

C and Eθ
C influence t01, indicating that tunneling relevant to the charge dispersion happens along an angle compared with the θ

and φ axes.

e−αφ

√
Vφ

eff/Eφ
C . Remarkably, we find that this simple model

accurately describes the effective potential and tunneling
amplitudes in the qubit [Figs. 14(c) and 14(f)].

Finally, we must also take into account the fact that the
energy of the ζ mode depends on EL and Eζ

C, as Eζ =

√
16Eζ

CEL. This observation favors the use of larger Eθ
C and

EL values in order to decrease the effects of photon shot
noise.

The results of this section show that optimizing the per-
formance of the soft 0–π qubit requires us to find a set
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of parameters that balances the charge and flux sensitiv-
ity of the device. Importantly, changing certain parame-
ters to reach the originally proposed, “deep” 0–π regime
(such as lowering EL) could, in some cases, degrade the
performance of the qubit [18]. We thus find that optimiz-
ing the hybridization gap and the amplitude of the charge
dispersion in the current moderate (or “soft”) regime, with
knowledge of the actual noise spectral density of the envi-
ronment, is the most beneficial short-term direction for the
soft 0–π qubit. In the longer run, however, cooling of the
ζ mode and realizing highly anisotropic capacitors can
enable us to reach larger degree of simultaneous charge
and flux insensitivity while photon-shot-noise dephasing
is also minimized.

APPENDIX F: THEORETICAL ESTIMATION OF
THE DEVICE COHERENCE AND RELAXATION

TIMES

With the purpose of providing theoretical upper bounds
for the coherence of the device, we now present an estima-
tion of the coherence times in the soft 0–π regime using
the theory developed in Ref. [18]. The estimation is done
with noise parameters that have been previously reported
in the literature (see, e.g., Ref. [26]).

As argued above, thermal photon-number fluctuations
of the ζ mode can lead to dephasing of the qubit states.
To quantify this, we first need to determine how the ζ

mode couples to the qubit modes. This coupling arises due
to circuit-element disorder and the asymmetric coupling
capacitance matrix of the circuit, which is shown in Fig.
10. Since we wish to capture spurious capacitive coupling
to the ζ mode, the spectrum fit needs to be extended to
account for the full capacitance matrix. We do this by con-
sidering each element of the circuit’s capacitance matrix
as a fitting parameter, while initializing the fit routine with
finite-element estimations of these capacitances. This fit
results in an estimate for the capacitive-coupling parame-
ter gφζ (gθζ ) between the φ (θ ) and ζ modes, which enters
in the circuit Hamiltonian as an additional term of the form
�gφζ nφnζ (�gθζ nθnζ ). From this extended fit we find that
gφζ /2π � 100 MHz and gθζ /2π � 4 MHz, revealing that
the spurious capacitive coupling is relatively strong due to
the highly asymmetric coupling capacitances of the device.
However, as a consequence of the large detuning between
the qubit transitions and the ζ mode and the exponentially
reduced transition matrix elements of the charge operators
nφ and nθ , the dispersive shift of the qubit transition—due
to coupling to ζ—does not exceed 2 kHz in all cases.

In addition to spurious capacitive coupling, the ζ mode
couples to the qubit due to disorder in the superinduc-
tances. Assuming a conservative deviation of 10% in the
area of each Josephson junction that forms the superinduc-
tors (with N = 199 Josephson junctions building up the
superinductors), we derive [18] a coupling Hamiltonian of
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FIG. 15. Estimation of the pure-dephasing times for our qubit
due to (a) photon shot noise, (b) charge noise, and (c) flux
noise based on the theory in Ref. [18]. The insets shows the
corresponding modes of the circuit.

the form dELELφζ , where dEL � 10%/
√

N � 0.7%. This
spurious inductive coupling also contributes to the total
dispersive shift of the qubit transition, which we find to
range between 1 and 10 kHz. The strength of the disper-
sive coupling between the qubit and the ζ mode determines
the photon-shot-noise coherence time of the device [18],
which is shown in Fig. 15(a) as a function of the ζ -mode
temperature for ng = 0.25 and �ext = 0. Although our
measurements are performed at mixing chamber temper-
ature TMXC ≈ 10 mK, following previous studies [58] we
assume a ζ -mode equilibrium temperature Tζ ≈ 40 mK.
On the basis of these assumptions, we observe that the
predicted pure-dephasing coherence time due to the cou-
pling to the ζ mode is approximately 100 μs, which is
strongly dependent on a purely theoretical and indirect
estimation of the qubit–ζ -mode dispersive shift. Further
experimental characterization of this dispersive shift will
enable a greater understanding of ζ -mode-induced deco-
herence.
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To complement these estimations, we also compute the
pure-dephasing coherence times associated with charge
noise and flux noise. Again, this is done following the
theory in Ref. [18], which considers the effect of both first-
order and second-order fluctuations of the noise parame-
ters. In particular, we assume a 1/f spectral density for
both charge noise and flux noise, with amplitudes Ae =
10−4e and A� = 10−6�0 and an infrared (ultraviolet) cut-
off of 1 Hz (3 GHz) [18,26]. The results are shown in
Figs. 15(b) and 15(c) for charge noise and flux noise,
respectively.

We notice that the experimentally measured coherence
times are lower than our theoretical estimations. While
this discrepancy could be partially explained by the choice
of noise parameters, we hypothesize that other noise pro-
cesses might also be playing a role. For instance, the occu-
pation of the ancillary level during the Raman pulses used
for qubit operation, the residual population of the readout
resonator with off-resonant photons from the strong qubit-
control pulses, and flux noise with white spectral density
could have an impact on dephasing. While a full charac-
terization of these noise sources is beyond of the scope
of the present work and will be addressed in the future,
we anticipate that further iterations of the soft 0–π design
targeting the cooling of the ζ mode [19] and the imple-
mentation of faster gate schemes, enabled, for instance, by
parametric modulation of the external flux, could help to
mitigate these unwanted effects.

Regarding the relaxation times, we use Fermi’s golden
rule to estimate the lifetime of the qubit. In our model, we
assume that the major limiting factor for the lifetime is the
dielectric loss due to the interdigitated capacitors that sub-
stantially increase the dielectric participation ratio of the
surface [59]. As discussed in the main text, such a design
is necessary to realize the heavy θ mode while reducing
the parasitic capacitance values that add to the mass of the
φ mode. Since the φ mode does not couple to the large
capacitors [Fig. 1(b)], we assume that dielectric loss affects
only the θ mode. We recall that the relaxation rate from the
initial state |i〉 to the final state |f 〉 can be expressed as

�i→j = 1
�2 |〈i|2enθ |j 〉|2SVV(ωij ), (F1)

where the noise spectral density SVV(ωij ) is a function of
the loss tangent of the capacitor, tan δC, such that

SVV(ω) = �
tan δC

Cθ

(
1 + coth

�ω

2kBT

)
. (F2)

Equivalently, we can express this rate as a function of the
qubit parameters, arriving at

�i→j /2π = |〈i|nθ |j 〉|2
(

8Eθ
C

h

)
tan δC

(
1 + coth

�ω

2kBT

)
.

(F3)

Since the first plasmon transition in our qubit is below the
logical qubit energy, there are two paths for the qubit to
decay: directly to the ground state |π+

s 〉 → |0s〉, or through
the first plasmon state |π+

s 〉 → |0pθ 〉 → |0s〉. Since the
plasmon transition |0pθ 〉 → |0s〉 is not protected (we mea-
sure Tplasmon

1 = 1.8 μs), the two main contributions to the
decay are the transitions to the ground state and to the first
plasmon state. Thus, we can write at low temperatures

1/T1 ≈ {|〈π+
s |nθ |0s〉|2 + |〈π+

s |nθ |0pθ 〉|2
}

× (
16Eθ

C/h
)

tan δC. (F4)

Because the fluxon transition matrix elements are
much smaller than those of the plasmon transition
(e.g., 〈π+

s |nθ |0s〉 ≈ 〈0pθ |nθ |0s〉/200 and 〈π+
s |nθ |0pθ 〉 ≈

〈0pθ |nθ |0s〉/50), this simple model suggests a 3 orders of
magnitude increase of the logical T1 with respect to that
of the plasmon transition. Indeed, our measurements of
Tplasmon

1 = 1.8 μs and T1 = 1.6 ms reflect very well this
fact and yield a dielectric loss tangent of tan δC ≈ 5 ×
10−4.

APPENDIX G: TWO-TONE RAMAN PULSE
SCHEME

We model the Raman pulse scheme in the qubit by trun-
cating the energy-level structure to the ground states of the
valleys |0s〉, |π+

s 〉 and the intermediate level |π−
dθ 〉. For sim-

plicity, we relabel these levels by |0s〉 → |0〉, |π+
s 〉 → |2〉,

and |π−
dθ 〉 → |1〉 [see Fig. 16(a)]. We first consider the uni-

tary evolution of this 
 system driven by two classical
fields: [42]

H/� = ω1σ11 + ω2σ22 + [α cos (ωαt)σ01

+ β cos
(
ωβ t

)
σ12 + h.c.

]
, (G1)

where ω0 = 0 < ω2 < ω1 are the eigenenergies of |0〉, |2〉,
and |1〉, respectively, ωα and ωβ are the frequencies of the
drive tones with amplitudes α and β , respectively, and
σij = |i〉〈j | for i, j ∈ [1, 2, 3]. We moreover assume that
the α (β) drive addresses only the |0〉 ↔ |1〉 (|1〉 ↔ |2〉)
transition.

Moving to a rotating frame where the drives are
equally detuned from the ancillary level |1〉 (i.e., ωα =
ω1 − �, ωβ = ω1 − ω2 − �) and performing the rotating
wave approximation, we find Eq. (G1) takes the time-
independent form of

H̃/� = �σ11 +
(

1
2
ασ01 + 1

2
βσ12 + h.c.

)
. (G2)
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FIG. 16. (a) Three soft 0–π qubit levels coupled to two microwave drives forming a 
 system. (b)–(d) Level population as a
function of the drive amplitudes based on the analytical results of the time evolution of the system (t = 6.7 μs, �/2π = 20 MHz).
(e) Level population as a function of time based on the exact results for the effective two-level system (α/2π = β/2π = 5 MHz,
�/2π = 20 MHz). (f)–(h) Results of the numerical simulation for two Gaussian pulses with σ = 1 μs, �/2π = 3 MHz, relaxation
rates �10/2π = �12/2π = 100 kHz, and dephasing rate �

φ

1 /2π = 500 kHz.

Defining ̃ =
√

�2 + 2
α + 2

β , we find the eigenfrequen-
cies of Eq. (G2) are given by

ε0 = 0,

ε± = 1
2

(
� ± ̃

)
,

(G3)

and correspond to the dressed states

|�0〉 = −β |0〉 + α|2〉,
|�±〉 = α|0〉 + (� ± ̃)|1〉 + β |2〉,

(G4)

respectively.
For analytical calculations, we assume that the system

at t = 0 is initialized in the |0〉 state when the drives are
instantaneously turned on (square pulse). The time evolu-
tion of the system can be obtained by transformation to
the dressed basis, where the system evolves to the state
|�(t)〉 = α(t)|0〉 + β(t)|1〉 + γ (t)|2〉 at time t, where

α(t) = 2
α

2
α + 2

β

×
[

2
β

2
α

+ e−i�t/2

×
(

cos
̃t
2

+ i
�

̃
sin

̃t
2

)]
, (G5)

β(t) = α

̃
×
(

−ie−i�t/2 sin
̃t
2

)
, (G6)

γ (t) = αβ

2
α + 2

β

× [−1 + e−i�t/2

×
(

cos
̃t
2

+ i
�

̃
sin

̃t
2

)]
. (G7)

Figure 16(e) shows the level populations as a func-
tion of time for 1 = 2. We observe Rabi oscillations
between the two lowest-lying states, |0〉 and |2〉, with
only a negligible population in the intermediate level, |1〉.
Interestingly, the Rabi oscillation features a superimposed
low-amplitude, high-frequency modulation [42]. Adiabatic
elimination of the intermediate level in the vicinity of equal
drives 1 ≈ 2 leads to an effective two-level system [43]
with a Rabi rate of R = 12/2�. This effective model
is in good agreement with the exact analytical solution
[dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 16(e)].

Figures 16(b)–16(d) show the level population at a given
time as a function of the drive amplitude and detun-
ing, similar to the pulsed measurements performed in our
experiment. The results show that maximal population
transfer between |0〉 and |2〉 is possible when the drives
are equal.
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In addition to the analytical estimations, we perform
numerical simulations using the QuTiP software package
[60] to solve the time evolution of the system involv-
ing Gaussian-shaped pulses and decay mechanisms using
a Lindblad master equation solver. The result of the
numerical simulation is in very good agreement with our
experimental findings [Figs. 5(c) and 16(f)–16(h)].
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